Targeted disruption of the mouse protein phosphatase ppm1l gene leads to structural abnormalities in the brain.
PPM1L, a member of the metal-dependent protein phosphatase (PPM) family, is involved in regulating the stress-activated protein kinase pathway and ceramide trafficking. However, the physiological function of PPM1L in the brain is unclear. In this study, we generated and analyzed ppm1l-deficient mice in order to investigate PPM1L functions in the brain. Our results indicate that ppm1l is highly expressed in the central nervous system during mouse development and that ppm1lΔ/Δ mice display impaired motor performance and morphological abnormalities in the forebrain. Electron microscopic and immunohistochemical analyses suggest that these abnormalities are due to impaired axonal tract formation. Our novel findings suggest an important role for PPM1L in brain development.